DESIGN & SCOPE

The design of proposed building has the following features:

i) The building is located between SAC & Electric Sub station.

ii) The building has a Convention Hall of 250 capacity. It has green room & AHU.

iii) The building has entrance lobby and a hall of fame.

iv) The entrance lobby has atrium with skylight to be provided with BIPV cells.

v) Two large group discussion / seminar rooms, six interview / networking rooms.

vi) Office spaces for SPO and alumni association.

vii) The front elevation has structural glazing with insulated glass.

viii) Provision of future expansion is made in the design.

ix) The inside courtyard is landscaped for Tea / Coffee breaks during the seminars.

x) There is room for video conferencing.

xi) Library for company’s profile.

xii) The terrace is to be used as stadium with transparent roof on tensile structure.

xiii) The whole area around the building shall be landscaped.

xiv) It has a water body inside the building.

xv) Provision for Rainwater Harvesting for the building and near by area.

xvi) The convention hall and hall of fame is centrally Air-conditioned.